Virginia State Firefighters Association
2016 EMS Contest Results

First Place: Boiling Springs
Team Members
1. Elizabeth Martin
2. Nicki Simmons
3. Kristen Tucker
4. Brenda Wilcher

Second Place: Covington
Team Members
1. Raymond Arrington
2. Shane Byer
3. Ross Helmintoller
4. Greg Horton

Third Place: Hot Springs
Team Members
1. Travis Braxton
2. Robert Conner
3. Roger Hazelwood
4. Allison Williams

Thank you to the following:

Judges
Marisa Butler
Ken Martin
Dwaine Paxton
Nicole Rickett
Stephen Richardson
Cameron Williams

Timers
Jimmy Byer
Justin Paxton

Patients
Kayla Buchanan
Logan Byer

Team Transporters
Chris Mitchell
Kaitlyn Tucker

Moulage
Lisa Horton

Special thanks to Warren Winner, Mark Vermeern and Kevin Duck with Chesterfield Insurers who sponsored the VSFA EMS Contest by providing the trophies and T-Shirts for everyone who participated in some form with this year’s EMS Contest.

We would like to extend a Very Special Thank You to Moria D’Ambro with Jones and Bartlett for donating Challenge Coins for all participants competing or assisting with this year’s EMS Contest.

Respectively submitted by:
Sandy Byer, EMS Committee